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Folding of artificial polymers mimicking the precise self-assembly of 
proteins to their native, folded, functional state has attracted much 
interest in recent years. Single-chain nanoparticles (SCNPs) are a 
special type of folded artifical polymers that mimic the globular structure 
of functional biomacromolecules although in a rough, primitive manner. 
In spite of this fact, SCNPs show exceptional and sometimes unique 
properties [1,2].  
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Figure 1. Multidirectional self-assembly allows the synthesis of SCNPs displaying a 
more homogeneous, locally compact morphology. 
 
Herein, we report a new strategy for SCNP contruction that relies in the 
use of multidirectional self-assembly assisted by the use of external 
multifunctional crosslinkers via multiple, cooperative, omnidirectional 
intrachain Michael addition reactions giving rise to a more compact 
morphology of the resulting nano-objects (see Fig. 1) as determined by 
a combination of SEC/MALS, DLS and SANS experiments. 
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